Abstract. A blind signature scheme is a protocol for obtaining a signature from a signer such that the signer's view of the protocol cannot be linked to the resulting message-signature pair. Blind signature schemes are used in anonymous digital payment systems. Since the existing proposals of blind signature schemes provide perfect unlinkability, such p a yment systems could be misused by criminals, e.g. to safely obtain a ransom or to launder money. In this paper, a new type of blind signature schemes called fair blind signature schemes is proposed. Such schemes have the additional property that a trusted entity can deliver information allowing the signer to link his view of the protocol and the message-signature pair. Two t ypes of fair blind signature schemes are distinguished and several realizations are presented.
Introduction
The concept of a blind signature scheme was introduced by Chaum [4] . A blind signature scheme is a cryptographic primitive i n v olving two e n tities: a sender and a signer. It allows the sender to have a given message signed by the signer, without revealing any information about the message or its signature. Blind signature schemes have been used to realize cryptographic protocols providing the anonymity of some of the participants, e.g. voting protocols and secure electronic payment systems (e.g. [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14] ) Several realizations of blind signature schemes have been proposed [2, 4 , 9 ] . All the existing proposals provide perfect unlinkability, i.e. it is impossible (in an information theoretical sense) except for the sender to link a message-signature pair to the corresponding instance of the signing protocol. 1 The rst and the third author are supported by the Swiss Federal Commission for the Advancement of Scientic Research (KWF) and by the Union Bank of Switzerland.
Unfortunately, this anonymity could be misused by criminals. In anonymous electronic payment systems blind signatures prevent linking the withdrawal of money and the payment made by the same customer. The impossibility t o relate withdrawals and payments allows perfect black-mailing [16] or moneylaundering. It has been argued that this is not a problem if such p a yment systems are only used for small amounts. We believe that the problem still exists, especially for fully digital payment systems: it could be possible to automatically perform a large numb e r o f p a yments and thereby transfer huge amounts of money anonymously. Therefore, it would be useful if the anonymity could be removed with the help of a trusted entity, when this is required for legal reasons.
In [13] Micali introduces the concept of fair cryptosystems to prevent the misuse of strong cryptographic systems by criminals. We pursue a similar goal for blind signature schemes by proposing a new type of blind signature schemes, called fair blind signature schemes. They have the additional property that, with the help of a trusted entity, it is possible to link a message-signature pair and the corresponding protocol view of the signer. This concept is discussed in Section 2. Several fair blind signature schemes are presented in the last three sections.
The Concept of Fair Blind Signatures
The model of a fair blind signature scheme consists of several senders, a signer and a trusted entity, e.g. a judge, and of two protocols (see Fig. 1 ):
{ A signing protocol involving the signer and a sender. { A link-recovery protocol involving the signer and the judge.
By executing the signing protocol, the sender obtains a valid signature of a message of his choice such that the signer cannot link his view of the protocol to the resulting message-signature pair. By running the link-recovery protocol, the signer obtains information from the judge that enables him to recognize the corresponding protocol view and message-signature pair. There are two t ypes of fair blind signature schemes, depending on the information the judge receives from the signer during the link-recovery protocol: { Type I : Given the signer's view of the protocol, the judge delivers information that enables the signer (or everybody) to eciently recognize the corresponding message-signature pair (e.g. the judge can extract the message). { Type II: Given the message signature pair, the judge delivers information that enables the signer to eciently identify the sender of that message or to nd the corresponding view of the signing protocol.
Theoretically, a t ype I fair blind signature scheme can also be used to link a given message-signature pair to a view of the protocol by running the linkrecovery protocol with all views as inputs, but this is inecient. The same holds for type II schemes. There are dierent applications for fair blind signatures. One is to provide a tool to prevent money-laundering in anonymous payment systems. In a payment system based on type II fair blind signatures the authorities can determine the origin of dubious money, while in systems based on type I signatures they can nd out the destination of suspicious withdrawals.
Another application is the \perfect crime" scenario described in [16] : a customer is blackmailed and forced to anonymously withdraw digital money from his account, acting as an intermediary between the blackmailer and the bank. In a perfectly anonymous payment system, the ransom could not be recognized later, but if a (type I) fair blind signature scheme had been used, the judge, when given the bank's view of the withdrawal protocol, can trace the blackmailed coins. Unfortunately, our realizations of fair blind signatures do not solve the general problem of blackmailing: a cheating sender could try to force the signer to use a dierent, truly blind signing protocol. The solution of this general blackmailing problem seems to be dicult.
Fair Blind Signatures using Cut-and-Choose
We rst present a fair blind signature scheme based on Chaum's blind signature scheme and on the well-known cut-and-choose method [4, 6] . The system parameters are as follows: { (n; e), the signer's public key (n = pq is the product of two large primes and e is an integer relatively prime to '(n) = ( p 1)(q 1) ). { E J (), the enciphering function of a judge's public key cryptosystem.
{ H, a one-way hash function. { k, a security parameter (e.g. k > 20).
The sender and the signer rst agree on a session identier ID(each instance of the signing protocol should correspond to a dierent v alue of ID). Then, they perform the following protocol (where jj denotes the concatenation of strings).
Sender H(E J (mjj)jjv) (mod n) :
At the end of an execution of the signing protocol, the signer is convinced that, with overwhelming probability, each v i has been formed correctly. Since every v i depends on ID, it is impossible for a dishonest sender to use information received during dierent sessions to generate a signature without following the signing protocol. Furthermore, the probability that the sender can obtain a correct signature with forged u i is negligible. It is easy to see that this is a fair blind signature scheme of type I and II: { Given the values u i , i 2 S, the judge can disclose the message m (note that it is very unlikely that all of the u i are forged). Therefore, the scheme is of type I.
{ Given the signature (s; T ), the judge can easily compute the identication string IDby decrypting the v's in T. Therefore, the scheme is of type II. { Compute all u i as u i = H(mjj i ). Since the judge cannot disclose the message m anymore, this scheme is of type II, only.
Unfortunately, this fair blind signature scheme is inecient: a large amount of data is exchanged during the signing protocol, and the resulting signature is long. More ecient implementations are considered in the next sections. 4 Ty p e I F air Blind Signatures using Oblivious Transfer
The type I fair blind signature scheme presented in this section is based on a variation of the Fiat-Shamir signature scheme [12] and on the concept of one-outof-two oblivious transfer [10] . Although the signing protocol is still inecient, the resulting signature is very short.
A V ariation of the Fiat-Shamir Signature Scheme
Let n = pq be the product of two large primes chosen by the signer such that 3 is relatively prime to '(n) = ( p 1)(q 1) and let y be a random value in Z Z n . The pair (n; y) is the signer's public key. Let further H denote a one-way hash function and k be a security parameter (e.g. k > 80). In contrast to the original Fiat-Shamir signature scheme, this scheme uses third roots instead of square roots. Let us dene the sequences 
Fair one-out-of-two Oblivious Transfer
One-out-of-two oblivious transfer (OT 1 2 , see [10] ) is a protocol between a sender and a receiver which allows the receiver to choose one of two messages sent b y the sender in a way such that he receives only the chosen message and the sender does not know which message he has chosen (note that we allow the receiver to choose the message in contrast to the original concept introduced in [10] ).
Let m 0 and m 1 denote the two messages sent b y the sender and let c be the selection bit of the receiver. An execution of an OT Let us analyze the blindness of this scheme. We assume that the signer cannot determine the selection bits c i (because of the fair-OT 1 2 ). So t is the only value the signer could use to recognize the signature later. But for each v alid signature (ŝ;t ) of a messagem there is exactly one witht = t 3 (mod n) and thereforê s = Q k i=1 r i xĉ i i (mod n), whereĉ i is the i-th bit of H(tjjm). So the resulting signature is independent of the signing protocol and the signature scheme is perfectly blind (from the signer's point of view).
On the other hand, considering the fairness of the scheme, if the signer sends the view of the protocol to the judge, the selection bits c i can be determined and therefore the challenge c is known. This value could then be put onto a black-list, so that everybody can recognize that message-signature pair later.
Fair Blind Signatures with Registration
Our last proposal is again of type I and II, simultaneously. The main idea is that the sender has two pseudonyms registered at the judge. One of the pseudonyms is used during the signing protocol, whereas the other one is part of the signature. Thus the judge, who knows the two corresponding pseudonyms, can link a view of the signing protocol and the corresponding signature.
If the sender uses the same pseudonyms twice, then the signer can link the two corresponding views of the signing protocol, and everyone can easily link the two resulting signatures. So, if dierent messages are to be unlinkable, the sender has to be registered at the judge for each single message to be signed. This scheme is therefore not suited if perfect anonymity is required, i.e. if dierent message-signature pairs of the same sender are to be unlinkable.
The system parameters are as follows:
{ a group G of prime order q, for which it is hard to compute discrete logarithms, and a publicly known element g 2 G. { y = g x , the signer's public key (where x is his secret key). { Sig J (), the judge's signature scheme, so that everybody can verify messages signed by the judge. { H, a one-way hash function.
The scheme consists of two protocols, one for registration at the judge, and one for blind signature generation.
The registration protocol This scheme can be viewed as a modication of the Chaum-Pedersen blind signature scheme [9] , with the pair (Ã; m) playing here a role similar to the message in [9] . Therefore, the security of our scheme is strongly related to the security of the Chaum-Pedersen blind signature scheme. Furthermore, the blindness property is easy to verify: as in [9] , for any signature (Ã;Sig J (Ãjj1);z;t 1 ;t 2 ;s) and for any signer's view, there exist ; ; such that the signer's view leads to that signature.
Conclusions
We h a v e i n troduced the concept of fair blind signatures, and presented possible realizations. When applied to the design of payment systems protecting privacy, fair blind signatures allow to meet the requirements of all parties: on one hand the customers, who like t o h a v e a s m uch privacy protection as possible, on the other hand the authorities (the bank and the judge in our model), who like to prevent criminals from misusing this privacy protection. In the usual case (which means that the judge is not involved in a transaction), the anonymity o f the customer's payment is guaranteed. However, in particular situations (e.g. for legal reasons) it is possible to remove this anonymity with the help of the judge.
Fair blind signature oer a satisfactory solution against abuses of the system, like money laundering or blackmailing of customers (as it is the case for a \perfect crime" in the sense of [16] ). A solution to the general blackmailing attack seems to be an open problem.
Another subject of investigation is the development of more ecient fair blind signature schemes.
